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Abstract: As computer networks become an increasingly dominant influence in the architecting of
computer systems, it is of the utnrost importance that computer system designers develop coherent
perspectives within the domain of networked human interactions. The corpus of work in speech
and language action theory (Austin, 1955; Searle, 1969) has had a dramatic impact on
computational linguistics and has led to new understandings of how network technology can
support more productive levels of group work and action. The notion of "conversation for action"
(Flores, 1981) has become the foundation for a new human/computer network paradigm. This
paper attempts a broad synthesis, through an undentanding of the shaping influence of language
action, into a perspective which transforms our traditional noun/object based design orientation.
We describe here one nascent direction for the design of computer systems as networks of linguistic
media.
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what needs to be d9ne. is g'o.ysl exploring.the human sensory
and
ways that humans most naturally interact. r6in trris-ano yoo graip
the
- Nicholas Negroponte (19g7)

'Computer technology always moves_in the direction of doing more
with less. ... material-wise
there not very gruch to a computer. what counts is the kro#l"ddoiho;;put
is
things toget6er
to perforrr

usefully'

_

Arthur L. I-oeb (1975)

"' Smelllslk is a vision. .smalltalk is based on a small number of concepts,
but
terminology. .smalltalk is an environrrent. .S alltalk ii a uig ivit"-:r*' --' defined by unusual
- Goldberg and Robson

t"

y.ear 2000- A student of the history of technology asks his appleTrcew
Lt.it
for interaction with
The Buclsninster Fuller Works. He feels i tinge of joy"when tre rec'eivis ru}er's
cn"uiig",;;o;iri
to be naive.".
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1. Linguistic Distinctions
Winograd and Flores (198G87) have noted that in the various domains of human work and action
(the educational classroom, the scientific rese
patterns of human language usage which
coordinated action. Ttie fundamenul notio
of shared linguistic distinctions -- that within

di

to
m
consequences, is massively under-examine4 m
intrinsic environmental pervasiveness.
When something is invented -- say, the tape recod€r -- it is invented linguistically;
a new distinction is introduced ino the language thatpeople speak. Now peqle can
ask someone o len them a tape r€cord€r, rcquest ttrar meetings be tape-reccded, and
so on. A tape recorder isn't an objecr It isn't a mrchine that was invented when a
tape recorder was invented, Rather what was invented were possibilities f66 action.
-- Flores and Graves

(1980

is not
ysical
in the

in which it can know and act (Deely, 1982).

created

2. Computer Networks as Linguistic Media

extend their domains of tinguistic
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network technology which need
onal projects like the Integrated
high quality computer networks
countries, networks will become
very
large
scale
digltal networks, the computer
99
lions of people will use the computer as a way to
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To begin to see the many possibilities of linguistic support, extension, and even transfomration
and may bring, we must first move
n to view language as more than an
language as the phonology, s)mtax,
We must begin to see languag
an
e. as the culnral vehicle which establishes
of
and sign relations which embody the hist
or
groups.

we need to develop a clear
technologies and the linguistic
mediated by them.

In so far
linguistic
preexistin
effectiven
qualities of virnral space we create by designi
computer is unimportant or to be taken for gran
medium does not exist apart from its compone
become part of the background of support. E
technology is moving in this direction with the
exist like logic elements in a design library rea
complexity. In such an integrated environme
background in support of linguistic action, and "
icon which is supported by those possibilities
associated with "computers" -- "the computer"
virtual space created by "the network". The n
within a larger background of supra-relationshi
other aspects of human culture. Computer netw
the development of and presuppose the existence
a medium which, as Deely states,
exis(s) beside, alongside, aside from, langrrage (itselft - yet based on and derivative
from it. And they (post-linguistic systems) react ulnn language [they "shape it",
as might be saidl, by influencing the semiotic exchanges thu transpire through
langrrage.

we dssign a
Yh.l
shaping inJluences
content of which is

istic medium, we are, ultimately, designing a set of
s is because we are designing a new-medum, the
r of langu,age. It is this quality of being a rnedium, as it
were, for another medium, yhich gtvg-s th-e relationship between computer nenvoiks and language
its unique (and perhaps confusing) self-referentiality.
After qeely, let us anempt to graph the relative position of the post-Unguistic nredium of computer
networks in the continuum of human experience (Fig. I below). We arc here concerned-with
gaining ground toward a clear conception of the I
linguistic experience and action. This mapping
relationships between computer nenvorks and I
main areas: 1) At the level of perception, the o
which is primarily deterrnined by the structure
sensations, i.e. color, taste, etc. is not meant to be exhaustive). For example, by virnre of the
spatial positioning of our eyes and other basic stnrctural features of our vision system, we humans
have binocular and stereoscopic vision which allows us great depth of field of focus. Our vision
systems have evolved in such a way that we have an intrinsic faculty for perceiving the spatial
relationships around usi even at very great distances. Anthropologiss know that our distant
Apple Computer,
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who evolved a rangeof spatial faculties so that, among
other things, they would be able to judge how far they must jump in order to reach their nexi
prehensile perch, rather than fall short and bec
have retained and continued to evolve our sense
our perceptions has led to the development of n
section. For now let us note that beyond the fact

predecessors were tree gyvglling-prim3tes

anger, fear, and so on,

our

ancestors at some

P
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I \
positions

\plurality

\

movements

Fig. 1 Relative position of linguistic components
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Institutions in a more inclusive level of post-linguistic structures. Our focus is on the lower level
of technological infrastmctues.

3. Language
Marshall Mcluhan (1964) observed that "I-a.nguage does for intelligence what the wheel does for
the feet and the body". In the
for the
amplificatign_aldextcnsion o
y have
been preceded by emotive gru
advent
of human verbal language (Fig. 1, "Natural Language"), the mind itself finds its means of
tran-qporta$on -- its means of interaction with itself and other minds. Natural language is the
rnediurn of human intelligence.

downturn because they no longer had to me€t at the communal village well to ferch ttreir water. To
the
the
the

the "perfonnative" action (Austin, 1955) of installing the water pipes is neither true nor false in the
It sjmply turned out to be, as Austin would say, an unhappy pcrformance.
both a part of, _and an evolving influence on, the backgrbuhds of cultural
with human performance.

The domain of our performance within the v
language. The kind of action which it is possible
is action in language. This is not to say that vi
are not an integral part of network communic
importance. However, in so far as pictorial imag
the desired result of which is not passive viewing, but rather some action, then even networked
graphic images, video, etc. must be woven into the fabric of linguistic communication.
All linguistic

communication involves linguistic acts. The unit of linguistic
communication is not, as has generally been suposed, the symbol, wmd or
sentence, or even the token of the symbol or wrd <x sentence, but rather the
prodrrction or issuance of the symbol s word G sentence in the perfmmance

of the speech (Iinguistic) act.
- Searle,

Searle's "speech act" _perspective on language shifts our emphasis,

lfti9

within the medium itself, away

from the objects of language (symbol, word, sentence, etc.) to language as medium for
actionlperformance. This performance oriented perspective tends to create action domains frorn the
ordinary assumed meanings of things includin

merely representational, noun oriented nrcanings
Language acrs within us, on us and from us. As
has become a noun which passively denotes the
a certain type of packaging of anything to be v
Latin, however, "video" is a verb which indic
seeing), and in particular, seeing things which
were to study video from this perspective, one would study the art or science of seeing things
which are contrived to be seen (since F. de Saussure this has been part of the field known as
hich make !p modern "video technology". The emphasis is
on the possibilities for working with that "seeing" as action.

tr,".H"ii?ffi1.fit"fH""ff;-T#ifl-*rll"lli.*":i#litT'

the term,,vidm,,; as a thing, r,u,
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perspective we
onal tableau of
in activity, and

"thingafication" of action:
notion of action itself is demoted to the level of a
e thc-development of anthropomorphic
onal functions so that the "user" hai the

the pixels which re
reprcsented "sex".
Negroponte uses th

idiosyncratic ways of actually generating pe
next, in which to embed new infonnation

ses adyances

into tle 199O's this mismatch will
ktop" metaphor, on
tween its form and
). The fact that the

playing in computer architecture -- not the result

From the language
awkward attempt to
domain of language
performance. The concept of a pack of little an
some supposed "world" of computational
the sort of hallucination to which one is led
Here, in the English speaking West, we are all carrier
tation to the world
as thing, as object. It is a "world view", formed in us
use to express the
world to ourselves and others. It is a sad, but na
that we eren see
ourselves and each.other as things.- Even our most progressive institutions have departrnents of
"Human Resources", revealing our deeply rmted tendency to view human beings as jist *otf,"t
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industrial resource to be consumed. On the other hand, if we shift the emphasis of the phrase
"hu
d as a noun, to human being as an activity in the world, we perform a
sim
s up the previously hidden possibilities for involving the total-human in
the
his or her "being-in-the-world" (Heidegger,1962).
A rose, for instance, grows, has thorns, blossoms, and fragrance, but often is
stmed in the brain only under the single word -- rose. As Kczybski, the founder
of general semantics, pointed out, the consequence of is single-agging is drat
the rose becomes reflexively considered by man only as a red, white, orpink
device fm paying tribute o a beautiful girl, a thorghhrl hostess, q last night's
deceased rcquaintance. The tagging of the complex biological pna.ess under

the single title rose tends to detorr human cnriosity hom firrther fiffsrentiatign
of its integral organic qerations as well as from consideration of its interecological functionings aboard our planet We don't lmow what a rose is, nor
what may be is essential and unique cmmic function. Thus for long we have

inadvertently defened potential discovery of the essential roles that are perfcnred
c.omplimentarily by many, if not most, of the phenomena we experience.

My old semantics permitted common-sense accepurnc€ of such a sentenoe as,
"A man pounds the table.' I found it necessary to change this form to a complex
of events identified as rne , which must be identifred as a verb. The complex verb
me obsenred another complex of events identified again ignorantly as a "iable".
I disciplined myself to communicate exclusively with verbs.
-- R. Buckminster Fuller (1975)

Here is an example of Fuller's verb oriented I
c onceptionin g i s linear and self- under- informative
spinning, polarly involuting and evoluting orbital-s
incisively informative." -- Fuller is always evokin
His writing is linguistic action formed from acti
(1972) means by the term "Metalogue", i.e. when
you intend communicating.

Of course, we are dealing wirh relative inflections and properties. We are not suggesting that one
should, or even could, drop one's orientation to the world of objects and things. We would lose
our ability to function in the practical "day-to-day-world" without our fundamental orientation to
the "world-as-thing". It is, however, our understanding that the traditional stness on nounness and
thingness creates the illusion that the language is exclusively a representational system of signs
(words, phrases, etc.) which "stand for" things, i.e. material objects, emotions, mental states, the
world, etc. In addition to the thing-inflection of a linguistic distinction, there is also an
action-inflection. A linguistic distinction is sign, but functio,ns to actively design (de.sign;
de.sign.ate) the possibilities for linguistic action. To rephrase : there is a naming dimension and a
verbal dimension to linguistic distinctions. In Latin the word "verbum" (verb) means word. In
English the word "verb" means a word used to indicate an action, occurrence, etc. When we add
the suffix "-a1" to the word "verb", we form "verbal" which pertains to the use of words in
general. The fact that in English many words do commonly function as both nouns and verbs
serves to illustrate our point. For example, a complete definition of the word "engineer" includes
the noun/name sense: person skilled in a branch of engineering ("Dave is an engineer."); and the
verb/perforrrance sense: bring about, construct, greate, act as engineer ("Dave can engineer the
project."). In this latter case the word "engrneer" is not a simple sign which stands for an object,
thing, etc. -- it refers to a domain of activity and to Dave's performance in that domain. With the
nflecting sufFrx -er was
English gerunds, e.g.
ambiguous mystery to
s smoking) which, on
Apple Computer,
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e

she is in the

simply Susanne involved in

thiig'cilrn;;i;;,;;,G;

look into the semiological contrast between the
worfd" through language. This will firm-up the foundation on which we constnrct any rneaningful
work.

4. The Shift from Thing Oriented to Action Oriented
g.|_rg!q structures have

emerged. But

"NATURAL LANGUAGE" with

directions, indicating a reciprocal interaction
While computers probe and imitate the "society of mind", tlrey are also shaping
the mind of society. Computers and cqnmunications have already blended so
far that they are one rctivity, still without a verb to express what it does. We
don't even have a word for the nervous activity in the body it's not "thinking",
"sensing", or "talkiqg". All ttre chemical and energy activities in a body (or i
society) have a word for tlreir sum action -- "metabolism" -- but there's no
equivalent word for the sum of communications in a systern. The tack of a
word signals a deeper ignrance.
- Stewart Brand (1987)

Synergy means behavior of whole systems unpredicted by the behavior
their pars taken separately.

of

- R. Buckminster Fuller (1975)

We wish to clarify. the
understand how the p
language may_be supp
technology. .To gain light toward.this
stand in relation to "world-as-thing" on
"

world-as-thing"

interaction (synergy), and in particular we wish to
"world-as-thing" Io-;'world-is-action" in natural
de manifest
use of computer network
is that lre fiuman U"ing,
action" on the other.

:

the
The world is a thing and we are a thing
perceiving the worldan perspective, we "liv;" in a world which i's
signifrcant to us only
t use the-things of which it seems to be made.
The popular slogan, "Meaning Is IJse" embodies this perspecEve. That which we believe we
cannot use, we think of as in a kind of reserve for posSible future use. Our fundamental
o that which is used. Knowledge of the
Searle- says, the "brute facts" of Cmpirical
thingification of the world is as follo-ws: l)
We stand before

"created" which allow us to represent the world
may dominate in two ways: a. we control them
transform them, etc.; or, b. we segregate them o
scientific method, i.e. we trap them or frame
demanding that they reveal how they work (so
simply rEpresont them to ourselves, catcgorizcthem; etc.). Until veryrccently, the momennrm of
Apple Compuler, lrrc. CONFIDEI,IflAL
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Newtonianism gave us a "golden eg". in which we tried to stand apart from the world and simply

useit,fixitinataxonomy,ortrashit. Thecoverof theOctober3l, 1988issueof U.S. New-s
& World Report is completely dominated by the words: "PLANET EARTH . HOW IT
WORKS . HOW TO FIX IT". The following is an excerpt from the cover article:
twn l0Gmillion-year-old coal deposits into
bulldozen ttnt plow r,opical rain forest into grazing

Power plants that instantly
atmoqpheric gase.s and

land may not thrcaten the existence of the planet -- but they could alter
the environment fc decades m cenuuies. Even a few degrees' ctunge in
the average temp€raturc of the planet could make Iowa a des€rt and Alberta
a breadbasket, and raise sea levels enough to fl@d Fluida and the Caritrbean
islands.

In Life magazine's January 1989 issue, which features "1.988: THE YEAR IN PICTURES", the
main article is entitled "THE EARTH SZR/I(ES BACK":
In a year of political violence, presidential elections and Olympian feats, the
most significant stry of all was the planu we live on Buffeted by decades
of abuse the earth unleashed furiou faces. It has begun o dernand our attention
in ways we can no longer affud o ignore.

These distinctions do not exprress the specialized perspective of a handful of scientific researchers
in ecology, biology, zoology, etc.
background of linguistic distinctions
live. Today it is not clear whether all
lives is reversible. It is not yet clear that we will physically survive our own will to dominate as
expressed in the way we "defend" ourselves with nuclear weapons. Clearly our Newtonian view
of the world and each other as mechanism, as thing, is inadequate even for our own sunival.
Taken on its own, Newtonianism is a reckless oversimplification. We are now forced (by the very
do not stand apart from a world made up of
t thing. Where once we only saw a thing to
of a dornain in which we ourselves live and
act. Our actions determine our relationship to the domains in which we live, and, as we noted
above, it is the distinctions we make in language that deterrrine what we understand to be possible
in action.

As Nobel Prize winning physicist nya Prigogine (1984) has stated regarding Newtonian science:
...[il] is no longer our science. Not because we arc concerned today with new,
unimaginable objecs, closer to magic than to logic, but because as scientists
we are now beginning to find our way toward the complex prccqsses forming
the world with which we are most familiar, the natural world in which living
caeanrcs and their societies develop.

fint ob!rcs singled out by Newton -- falling bodies, the pendulum, planetary
motion -- wene simple. We lmow now, however, tlut this simplicity is not the
hallrna* of the fundamental: it cannot be attributed to the rest of the world.

The

The scope of this paper does not permit an extensive account of the revolution which is now
proceeding in science as a result of the shift from the dynamics of Newton's lifeless world of
things to the tlrcrrrcdyrunics of the higtrly complex and inhabited world of active matter and tirne.
tt

world-as-actionr'

:

We live within the "world-as-action" in language. We are a part of the active matter of the
"world-as-action". The world is a lattice of domains for involvernent in action. Within this lattice
are all hurnan instiurtions with their syster$ of rulesfor determiningthe legitimacy of actions
Apple Compuler, lrrc. CONFIDEMflAL
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give meanins to

Our hypothesis that speaking a langrrage is perfrming acts rccording to cmstiurtive
rules involves us in the hlryothesis that the fact trat a man performed a certain
speech act, e.9., made a promise, is an institutional frct

action agrces with the constitutive rules then we
action does not agrce with the constitutive
accommodate and as
institution in which it
makipg explicit the c
group.

g-oup "charters" form an important method of
-the
instirution or ,"Ui*Enition which iilh;

We would like to expand our field. of vision beyond Searle's speech act rclation and the constitutive
rules and sanctions of human institutions. It ii ou
is part of a closely packed continuum which inc
tool that we
rm the acts
derstand this
There is a certain picture we have of what constitutes the world and
consequently of what consdEtes krowledge about the world. The
picnre is easy to r€cognize but hard o describe. It is a pictrne of
the world as consisting of brute facts, and of knowledge as really
knowledge of brute facs. part of what I mean by that is ttr,at there
are c€rtain paradigms of krowledge ard ttlar these paradigms are raken
to form the model for all knowledge.
I-eaving aside the question of the status of statements in ethics and
esthetics, which arc controversial areas anyway, there are many kinds
of facts, and frcs which obviously are oblrtive facts and nor matters
of opinion or sentiment m emotion at all, which are hard if not
impossible, to assimilate into this picnue.
They (instiurtional facs) are indeed facts; but their existence, unlike
the existence of brute facs, presupposes the existence of certain human

institutions.

ts", into which Searle cannot fit his "institutional
ing" which we have discussed above. Searle's
on. The constitutive rules of these domains, in
convention. Searle's main hypothesis is that
rned forrr of behaviour". As we have noted
ment) may react to the actions to which we are
language we possess. The rules of our natural

"picture of tlu world'; the world-as-tableau: the
Apple Computer,
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only throughthe represennfiotal inflectbn of language that it is forrred- Therc is also the action
infiection of linguistic distinctions. The action inflection of a linguistic distinction is like a door
which opens out into the possibilities for involvement in activities. The reprEsentational inflection
of linguistic distinctions provides us with our picture of the world, which we observe from outside
the borden of its frame. Searle cannot fit language acts into our picture of the world because we
do not experience them from outside; we _are directly involved in the activities of language as
linguistic action. Linguistic action is part of us. By extension, part of what we are is a m&ium for
our own knowledge, understanding, and action. Linguistic action makes us a self-referential
process vis-6-vis the world.
After more than forty years of research in nuclear physics, David Bohm (1987) wries:
...we customarily say, 'One elernentary particle rcts on another', but each
particle is only an abstrrction of a relatively invariant form of movement
in the whole field of the universe. So it would be more appropiate b say,
Elementary particle,s are on-going movements that are mut"ally dependent
because ultimately they merge and interpenetrate.' How€ver, the same
sort of description holds also on the larger-scale level. Thus, instead of
saying 'An observer looks at an object, we can more apprcpriately say,
'Obsenration is going on, in an undivided movement involving those
abstractions custornarily called 'the human being" and "the obllct he is

looking at".'
Ttrese considerations on the overall implications of sentence strucules
suggest another question. [s it not possible fu the syntax and grammatical form of language to be changed so as to give a basic role to the
verb rather than o the noun?

Now, in Sanslrit (or Sanscrit), to which all the Indo-European languages are strongly related (and
in
s the root. There i
word.
This verbfonnation as its m
d and
inflected b
ample, the Sanslrit
as the
noun birth, but it is formed of the
suffix man. The
effect of the inflection is to repres
ng orientation as
binh. In Sanskrit, if the root itself
f jan , there is no
need of prefix or sufFrx to inflect the action orientation -- it is already a verb. It is no accident that
the verb is the root in Sanskrit. The verb-root of the word Sanskrit is /rn which means 'to do or
act' along with sarn (the classical spelling is Samskrita) meaning 'to make perfect, complete'. A
sense of process, of becomin g bhiva, of activity is absolutely basic to the distinctions of Sanskrit.
The primacy of the verb-root in the ancient and highly influential natural language of Sanskrit
serves to illustrate a nanrrally occurring system of action oriented distinctions.

perhaps

Our desire to make this shift in perspective from language as a rcpresentational medium to language

as a form of action follows our realization that a fundamental shift in our way of

being-in-the-world has already occurred. It is the shift from the idealized illusion that we stood
before the world-as-thing armed with our will to dominate, to our present inescapable realization
that we are, ourselves, an integral part of the active matter of the world-as-action. Further, we are
inextricably linked to the world by the impact of our actions; that action in language is one of our
most significant modes of action (perhaps the most significant); that the possibilities for action in
language arc generated by linguistic distinctions; and that our linguistic distinctions arc sha@ to a
large extent by the technological environments of post-linguistic communications media such as
computer networks.

When we design an instance of a networking communications environment, we are shaping the
possibilities for linguistic action out of the raw material of linguistic distinctions. 'Y,Ie perform with
a word processor, or a network, or any other computer based technology through the linguistic
distinctions which are made manifest by is system. As designers we may be either conscious or
Apple Computer,
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u
b

d
o
system.

5. Network-Space

/

NetWorkspace
nment there are spatial relationships which are
as we have, to the network itself rither than to

generated from the distinct qualities of computer
perspective and the set of problems or bneakdow

galopy as a sort of archetypical primate

"primary" predecessors communicated usin
to point. Anyone who has ever seen a Gi

ripening here and there.)
On a more down to earth level: we understand that there is a fundamental link between the kind of
orks and our basic human adaptive
eloped, multi-dimensional sense of

to the aborial world of our primordial

t to characterize the nature ofthe "spaces"
spqg.e

of our personal computer into

ssibilities for a new sort of actibn. It is a
pace in which the focus is on inter-action and
ace, and on coordinated or orchesrated actionis itself the subject of a new set of architectural
uddenly flced with the problems of creating a
linguistic domain.
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We will advance the working hypothesis that this new network-space is a domain, and that within
this domain there exist vectors along which linguistic inter-actions "travel" between the
"inhabitants" of the domain. Efficiency urges us to insure that inter-actions always "travel" along a
geodesic vector, i.e. shortest possible line over a surface. Thus our network-space is a domain in
which inhabitants are connected by inter-actions along geodesic vectors. -[-et us clarify our
meanings- What do we mean to signify by the word domain? From the perspective of etymology,
it is consistent to extract the root word dome from domain. Both the French donuinc and ihe
Englistr darnaiy contain the notion of splwre in their ancient and rnodern rcaning. A dome is
generally hemisplurical in form. The Latin w rd for dome is domus which means lause. Tlne
French word, dorne means canopy or vault. Our definition of network-spacc will follow from this
as a space circurnscribed by a dame which is structuredfrom geodesic yectors. The inrcrsections
of possible inhabitants or possible interfaces
us have stnrctured a gedciic dome to signify

Fig.

2

Geodesic Dome

Interfaces between higher-level-domes and sub-domes will occur at a point in the center of the
circle at the base of the subdome which is intersected by vectors from each inhabitant position on
the canopy of the sub-dome, and the local intersoction of vectors on the higher-level-dome (Fig.3).

This organization of network-space provides us with a general structure or context in which we
i.e. srgns which refer to: (
linguistic
xplicitly supported by the s
blocks for
actions as needed, and (4)
s fornrs of
(we
"on-line"
information or applications, e.g. expert systerns,
would
tools, mathematical tools, telephony, multi-lingual
databases, document
of nework-space: a dorne of intersecing geodesic
translation, etc. Thus
vectors which serve to connect tlu inlwbitants of the dome canopy to each other and to other
domains.

Within a graphical representation of this network-space, we may easily distinguish relevant
domains for our linguistic action -- from inter-action with a single other individual and vectored
inforrnation, to large group inter-action involvingany Durnhr of domains and subdomains.
Apple Computer, lrrc. CONFIDENTIAL
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notions
needed

animati

as

invented. Rather what has been invented ue
net.workspace is a setting in order of our

logy.

,
(polnt o click
Esch

'trunk'q "b,ranch" brings greater
faus. Each "node" may

local dornain

conain increasingly rnore local
sub-.domains to the level of a single
individual hurnan being cr expert
syste4 etc.

Fig.

3

Geodesic Interfaces
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6. Networked Linguistic Inter-action
The background which we have so far.develop"d serves as a sort of preadaptation to linguistic
inter-action in nework-space. Several key notions have emerged. We have stated that meiiums
for natural language, such as communications networks, have a shaping influence on the narura]
language acts which occur within them. There is a kind of code or grarnmar which is morc or less
intrinsic to a given communication medium. For
language which is shaped toward the intimacy o
telephone allows us to eradicate the conversation b
and delivers our spoken word within the intimat
telephone convenation is personal and friendly, th
the background and all that exists for us is the conv
impersonal or a "threatening phone call" from someone, if the tone of the conversation is not
friendly enough to feel safe within the intimate spa
ear, then the medium comes more into the foregro
call". The general shaping tendency of the telepho
the intimacy of close contact with the ear. Of cour
for violating that intimacy. As Mcluhan so ardently
Ttp child ard

the teenager understard the telephone, ernbrrcing the cad and
the ear-mike as if tlrey were beloved pes. What we call "the Frcnch phone",
the union of mouthpiece and earphone in a single instnrment, is a signifrcant
indication of the French liaissn of the senses that English-speaking people
keep firmly separate. French is "the language of love" just because it unites
voice and ear in an especially close way, as does the telephone. So it is

quite natural to kiss via phone, but not ea"y

b

visualize while phoning.

Communications networks which include computer technology at their interface with humans have
an element of linguistic flexibility which common telephony, radio, or television, etc. do not
pos.sess. The ability to use computalrlnal technology q proactively shape the surface of linguistic
-to

action and inter-action carries with

it the potential

not only

eiadicate communicitions

breakdowns but
ommunicative activities in which we may
panicipate. The
the interface arc, in an ultimate sense, "thL
system", but it i
, "open out" from the basic distinctions into
their human performative inflection which is most engaging. The central design question becomes:

"\{hat

actions can the performer perform from these distinctions

Compu
elemen
transfo

ommunications
its fundamcntal
of translation

represontational simulation of environmental image
of the possible translations, out from the basic lin
to the encoding of text characters, to "interactive'
significance of the computational medium itself s
generated through its use. The process ofencodin
computational technology which serve to open up
expressions which will occur during communication.

in this medium?"

ntrinsic and active linguisric
core, and which is vaiously
conclusion in a full scall

Computational technology as "the computer" tends to stress the representational role of linguistic
distinctions. To answer why this is so, we must first examine the essential nature of the
distinctions implicit in the technology itself. Irt us bogin by looking at what we commonly call
"data" stored in a computer memory, i.e. more or less appropriate, primary representations of
things. Even an individual digrtal signal valuc ("bit") of "on" or "off', "high" or "low", "one" or
"zoro" has obvious linguistic data value in a given context in that it may represent a number, G a
level, or a direction, or a state, or a yes-or-no answer to a question, etc. But even at this most
primary level ofthe repEsentationafuietion of an electronic voltage, the actionlprrformative
Apple Computer,
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TIIggqq is present, although distantly so, as s
OR "off') performance of the human author(s)
becomes information when a decision must be

consi

("on"
Data
',this"
ho wrote

sort of
turn brings "we-the-user" to a monrent of

irresolution.

t relative
which in

voltage values, the essential function is one of choi
gray-value OR that and that gray-value, character, col

as the action of the computer program, the hu
becomes apparent when a breakdown occur
natur-e of a computer and is extremely useful in domains of calculation, problem solving,
simulation, etc. The fact that linguistic activity at ris level tends to be consdained to a sort 5i
c-hoosing between representations, i.e. translations or encodings, of things,is less cause for alann
tfan -for oppornrnity. While the richness ofrepresentation may be canied so far as to attempt to
simulate "the world" or even the human min4 if we can prograrn (ac$ in the simulating language
we can still choose which world and who's mind.

what happens to this kind of relatively
\oy,
choices when
involve

closed system of programmatically determined simple
we
networked communications at the fundarnental, architectural level of 6ur
concepts for design? Is
the rhings we may choose (e.g. the Apple
chmser concept), or can
tally new possibilities
for action within itre
technology? So long as
rguistically is simply
used to connect (connectivi
ther, then
, file-serve
no new activities emerge.
have been
localized
designs for years.) It is onl
the new possibilities for action which nerwork
technology generates that we begin to form the new distinctions necessary to transform "the
computer" into a unique, flexible, and engaging lin fstic medium

"What are the new action-oriented distinctions which networks generate?"

As we mentioned earlier, the virtual space generated by networks has several intrinsic qualities:
shared, g:oup, interactive, synergetic. Synergy, as Fuller (1975-79) reminds us, "means tehavior
y behaviors of any of their components or
from the whole". It is thus in the synergy
g with the separate component parts of
computational technology that we may hope to find the new, unpredicted possibilities manifest by
the distinctions of behavior of the whole systerr. With networks our conceptual field is widened
so that we arc no longer focusing on one thing and another one thing. It is the communicative
relationship benveen individuals which will determine the success or failure of tlu network -- "the
network" as a linguistic medium is a network of linguistic acts. The new synergetic domain which
is generated from the combination of networks with the actively linguistic medium of
computational technology is human linguistic communication. T}le plurality of linguistic acts
which constitutes the communicative network involves individuals in a broad but finitc number of
distinguishable linguistic activities. New functional possibilities arise from the synergetic
combination of context,linguistic action, and linguistic rcaction. Computational technology, by
virnre of its inherently active linguistic nature, can use its representational strengths to manifest
highty inviting context "doorways" or "entrance points" which serve to help the "inhabitants" of
the network/contexVdomain build and distinguish their own possibilities for significant action. We
will call them "doorw4yq" instead qf the more common "windows" because we wish to impart the
Apple Compuler,
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rather than the present form of
domains (doruitns in the sense
ch individual nerworked action

In order to allow full ran
and thus e
ability for individuals to
their own
of these "doorways" and
ains. The
One must be able to personalize, customize, add to, and subtact from the distinctions of the
network domain. Choice is an important
"doorways" into domains of activity, we not onl
surfaces of "the system" must inspire us to e
networking with computational technology crcate
mearung.

It is our understanding th_at-all-linguistic action has one fundamental, often tacit "goal": to generate
a reaction on the part of the being, self, individual, group, agency, institution, elementsl world,
universe, god, or whatever else there is to which one's imagination may lead one to address
linguistic action. (In our present context we will limit ourselves to the addressable "inhabitants" of
our geodesic/geodetic nework-space.) It is even the case,
that the
reaction desired is no perceivable reaction at all. Most
context
determined, clear linguistic significance of the language a
ant to a
particular situat
even the absence of
significance of a
contexts. If I address
everyone "on" a
the rcaction is the un
the forms of rea
, i.e. "silence", then i
"silence", however, only becomes co[lmunication when there is some sort of shared context or
siruation which is "inhabitedl' by the participants (Barwise and Perry, 1983). "Silence" can be a
very important linguistic act in that it often func ions to allow the shared context itself to corne to
the foreground ofexperience -If.
The context with which we are
ns

which are made manifest in the
of
system we are referring to is
of
object-oriented computing were grven form in ttre SmallTalk language, action-oriented distinctions
require formal linguistic expression if they are to be incorporated into the basic fabric of
computation-al technol.oSy.. As
i1 this new synergy, we find ourselves directly
-designer.s
responsible for the designation (de.sign.ation) of the fundamental linguistic distinctions whic[r
constitute the basic- .linguistic system. The first design task ii the design of a new
computationaVnetworking language.

In addition, we are also res
generating their own pers
through goup consensus, e
not necessarily their essential function. The indiv
toward a reaction of private learning. The abili
contexts (domains of activity as we have been cal
and education. Our paradigm of distinctions, re
Chomsky) in that from its basic finite structure or
of expressions can emerge. This generative capacity we
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Distinctions

Action
Re-act

Context

cetera

Inter-act

Communicati

The ability for the "user" to generate (et cetera) the conterls or domains for
linguistic action is very possibly the most significant form of activity which a
"system" of linguistic distinctions can attempt to support.

7. An Example
The root form, or basic qeratiorul unit of our design aproach is the linguistic distinction.
It consists of three anributes: l. a distinguishing linguistic symbol or symbol goup, e.g.
a word, sentenoe, !ag, icon, image, etc.t 2. the rction inflection, i.e. possibilitie,s foi rction
which arc generated from the distinguishing symbol(s); 3. the thing inflection, i.e. information
about the symbol(s)
defrnition, meaning, how it works, object it refers to; links with other

distinctions, etc.

-

action

thing

The tree-structrre which follows is notpresented as an instance of a graphic interfrce
to a propmed system but rather as a skerch of the kind of linguistic relationships
which naturally developfrom our fundamental di s n c tio n notion andits two

ti

basic inflections.
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Concept:

Geodetic Network

appleTree?x

Fundamental tinguistic notion:
dis.tirrc.tion (di stingk'shen), Those qualities, properties,
aEibutes, erc. which make one thing or rction distinguishable or
different in some way from othqs. A linguistic unit, such as
a word, ptnase, sentencg tense, inflectiorl etc. which allows one
to ascribe some distinct qualitative o quantitative anribute within
the universe. Expression of gross or subtle variation by form,
colm, shade, hue' intensity, temperatue, weight, size, or any
other perce.ptible property.
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Every d i s t i n c t i o n in thc sysem may generate
both basic inflections - in tp interq5t of brevity only
a fev poesibilities ue shown here.

qqls

to text and graphic
pIOOeSSoT

document

c0nteHt

wo*. l. n application of rnental or physical effort to

a purpose,

rse of errrgy;

task to be un&rtaten; thing dane ormade by wort, result of action; employment

or oc.orpatisr; literry, music, or my uts composition, (in pl.) all $Eh by their

auhtr tr

oomposer; doings

made of ryecified marcrial

u rxpcriances of specified hnd Good wort!); things
o witlr specified tmls (ironworlq needlework).

v. b wort, be ensated in bodily or mental activity, be employed in cerrain
wolrt (worts in infuSry); meke sfforts (worts for pere); operan or fimaiur
effectively (how does this machine work?); carry orL manage, control (woft a
comprter); hring into desired strape, cqsistercy, etc.
2-

interoction

uou-knou?

I

nteroctlue

Colendar
context
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